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World-wide information needs for traded food

• Sanitary and phyto-sanitary 
information (SPS)
– Internal hygiene, food safety and 

related export procedures
– Disease control

• Food nature and history
– Origin (linked to compliance, 

consumer health and choice, food 
safety)

– Certification and Practices (e.g. 
Halal, fair trade, labour conditions 
etc)

– Consumer information, in 
particular related to correct 
labelling

• Control of illegal activities
– Import/export bans
– Lack of trade permits
– (Caught fish) llegal, unreported and 

unregulated fishing (IUU)

• Customs
– Trade information
– Avoidance of illegal activities 
– Exporter blacklists

• Statistics
– Continuous improvement
– Mass balance
– Avoidance of illegal activities

• Sustainability
– Calculation of environmental, 

economic and social impact along 
supply chains

• Food security
– Production prediction models 

based on history information
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Chain Food Information Management

• To establish information chains, chain food information management is 
necessary

• Chain Food Information Management 

– refers to the distributed collection, storage and usage of information items, 
connected by traceability, that can be accessed via electronic systems

• Simple steps:

– Collect data as a food item moves through the chain

– Make sure all processes connect inputs to outputs, i.e. are traceable

– Transport or calculate relevant indicators and make them available to stages in 
the chain that are n-times removed
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Types of chain food information management systems from a functional point of view

• National single 
window systems 
and ePermit
systems

Customs 
management

• Food safety 
oriented systems

• Animal and 
carcass tracking

e-traceability 
systems

• Fair trade

• Religious

• No child labour

Ethical 
compliance

• Sustainability 
tracking

• Compliance to 
specific food 
standards

Standard 
compliance

• IUU fishing

• Export/import 
licenses

• Shipment 
registration

Legal compliance

• Transparency 
systems

Marketing-
oriented systems
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Food Information & Traceability FRAMEWORK
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DIMENSIONS
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How much of traceability?

• Depth

– How many steps deep does a traceability system have to be?

• Breadth

– How much data is necessary to store at each point?

• Precision

– How big are the “traceability units” or batches
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Depth example: livestock tracking

• Clearly we need to make sure that primary production is in

– Origin determination

– Fraud avoidance

– Compliance to standards

– New sales channel

• Later stages?

– Governmental institutions

– Veterinarians

– Slaughter, distribution and retail

– Consumers?

• What about feed?

– Malaysia Feed Act
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Example breadth: consumer information needs

• 50% want more info on food safety

• 90% believe that food from outside 
should be subjected to the same rules as 
in the EU

Do you believe that imported foods from outside the European Union should respect the 
same conditions of animal welfare/protection as those applied in the European Union, EU-25, 
2006 (%) Source: EUROSTAT

Agricultural topics on which the public would like more information, EU-25, 2006 (%) Source: 
EUROSTAT

For Halal slaughter very important:
• Stunning while slaughtering
• Pronouncing Allah’s name: tape or 

voice?
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Example precision: economic balance

• Lots of material and discussion about animal lot sizes

• Current trend

– Dairy cows, sows: individual identification

– Sheep, goats: herds

– Fattening pigs, cattle: pens/compartments/batches

– Chicken: houses/flocks

– Aquaculture fish: ponds, some experiments with RFID

• Investment scales with smaller lot sizes

• Economic argument that needs to be part of our business case

• Pareto principle: achieve 80% of the desired effect with 20% of the effort
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China – Chicken
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Reception of live birds
A batch of live birds received is basing on the production time (ie.  the first 6 hours is batch 1 and the 

second 6 hours is batch 2).  To segregate different farms within a batch is difficult and the current system is 

to record the farm code where the majority of live birds come from.  

In order to improve the current traceability system, two data types (date and shift) are recommended to be 

added and the system will auto generating a reception batch no. basing on the data types entered and 

selected by the user. The reception batch no. will be linked to the process.  

Other information such as Farm no., Lorry no., Quantity Received, Quantity Dead and QC record is also 

recorded in this tracepoint.

Materials Inspection & Receiving Record 

Materials (Lot No.)

Live Broilers Inspection record

Live Broilers (Reception Batch No.)

Process Inputs [Materials (Lot No.) & Live Broilers (Reception Batch No.) +

Process Outputs [Finished Product (Production Lot No.)]

Product Containerization                                    
(Production Lot no. + Customer Requested Code)
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The particularities of Halal food

• Halal food is different

– The spiritual aspect exempts it from a risk-management approach

– Only very limited physico-chemical or microbiological tests available

• Basic challenges

– Certificate/label fraud

– Doubtful certificate schemes

– Misinterpretation of certification scheme rules

– Multitude of certification schemes with different requirements

• There is a clear need for Halal assurance through information exchange

– Only the provision of detailed and reliable information can help
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Traceability as key for Halal assurance

Traceability systems help ensure Halal integrity

• By providing clear information with regards to origin and processes

• By linking food safety to the process flow

• By ensuring that all planned safety measures have been carried out

• By ensuring that labels are correct
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5 levels of Halal traceability systems:

•Includes GDN and GRN, as well as RFID subsystem

•Increases efficiency of the supply chain

•Decreases the error rate on site
RFID logistics

•Manages Halal on a per lot basis

•Increased trust levels through transparency

•Meets export requirements

•Advanced risk management through recall/withdrawal

Lot traceability

•Includes Food Safety Management

•FBO can demonstrate production of safe Halal foodToyyiba

•Includes Halal management and Halal verification

•FBO can show its commitment to Halal managementBasic Halal Practice

•FBO has to supply only certificate, ingredient list and suppliers

•Minimal service guarantees valid Halal certificate of FBO and its 
suppliers

Valid certificate
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Primary
production

Processing
Distribution/

Export
Consumers

Import/
Retail

Halal Compliance 
Management

Business layer

Integrity control layer

Halal Assurance 
and Verification 

Halal eCertification

red light: non-conformance
green light: conformance

Standards layer
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Labuan Distribution Hub

• Key motivator: add traceability to Halal claim

• Strategic project 

– Owned by HDC

– Implemented by Labuan Corporation

– In collaboration with MARDITECH

– Integrated with JAKIM (online)

• Includes RFID integration 
with Halal traceability

Halal Tracing and Tracking System (HTTS)

HalalReg 
Tracing and 

Tracking
System

Halal 
compliance 

management 
system

Halal 
knowledge 

management 
system
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Halal Trace and Trace – component view
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Supply Chain Example

HATCHERY FARM

OTHER SUPPLIERS

VESSEL PROCESSING PLANT

HALAL TRACK & TRACE

CUSTOMER

CONSUMER HALAL KNOWLEDGE PORTAL

SUPPLY CHAIN TRACEABILITY

AUDITOR

HTT

LANDING SITE

OTHER TRACE SYSTEMS
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Conclusions

• Halal is a promise – authenticity of the Halal claim is not debatable

• Traceability as enabler of information exchange is the key ingredient to 
Halal Assurance

– Separation of the information from the product flow boosts label and 
certificate certainty

– Information about practices removes doubts about certification schemes

– Alarms and notifications help ensure quality management

• The first Halal chain traceability systems are coming up

– The Labuan distribution hub implements a Halal Assurance scheme
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CASE STUDY: ECERT

New Zealand Food Safety Authority

26

Material kindly provided by:
Drasko Pavlovic
Senior Programme Manager (E-cert), NZFSA 



eCert in practice - NZFSA E-cert

• When the product is ready for export, an export 
certificate is created in E-cert and approved by 
NZFSA

• An approved certificate is available online to 
importing country officials

• An automated, secure,  certificate data exchange 
method is also available to importing country 
officials

• If required, an approved certificate  may be printed 
and signed by NZFSA certifying officer.

September 09 15th UN/CEFACT Forum, Sapporo 27



NZFSA E-cert Business Model

September 09 15th UN/CEFACT Forum, Sapporo 28
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Product Tracing in E-Cert
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Import Clearance – Life Cycle

September 09 15th UN/CEFACT Forum, Sapporo 30
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Secure Govt-Govt Data Exchange using SOAP

September 09 15th UN/CEFACT Forum, Sapporo 31
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Online - Welcome Screen



Online – viewing the certificate

September 09 15th UN/CEFACT Forum, Sapporo 33



Online – viewing the certificate

September 09 15th UN/CEFACT Forum, Sapporo 34



Online – decision making

September 09 15th UN/CEFACT Forum, Sapporo 35



CASE STUDY: PALM OIL
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CASE STUDY: PALM OIL
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Margarine – a truly complex product

Hardstock

Rapeseed 
oil

Sunflower 
oil

Margarine producer

Palm 
stearin

Palm 
Kernel 

oil
Refinery

Refinery

Crusher 
plant

Oil mill

Plantation

Refinery Collector Farm

Refinery Collectors

On 
spot

Farms?
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Challenges in the supply chain

• Rapeseed silos hold material from 80 farmers

• Rapeseed oil production is continuous process with batch sizes of 3-6 
months

– Equivalent to about 2,500 truckloads of rapeseed, potentially from different 
suppliers and different silos

• Crude rapeseed oil is stored in silo but at the moment of refining, freshly 
crushed oil can be mixed with oil from crude oil silo

• Sunflower oil is partially bought on the spot market – no data at all

• Crude oil is transported by ship from three different collection silos with 
hundreds of farmers delivering to each silo

• No unique identification of anything. A few SSCCs here and there.

• Governance? Who owns the data?
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• Extremely efficient oil plant, also apt for biodiesel

• Commodity ingredient for many food (and non-food) products
– Margarine and spreads
– Cooking oil(s) for home and industrial use
– Bakery products
– Sweets and cocoa replacement

• But: commercial forest utilisation needs to be done sustainably

• Main issues
– Conservation of endangered species and landscapes (in particular peat)
– GHG emissions, land use and forest burning
– Indigenous rights

• Result:

– New EU regulation for biofuels puts palm oil under pressure

– Most food companies don’t use the name palm oil on their ingredient list

– Consumer (representatives) very concerned with the replacement of 
ingredients by palm oil derivatives (e.g. chocolate)

Palm oil sustainability
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The Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil

• Established in 2004 as a multi-stakeholder association
– Initial cooperation between Aarhus United UK Ltd, Migros, Malaysian Palm Oil 

Association and Unilever together with WWF starting in 2001

• Standard setting organisation (ca. 750 members)
– Sustainable palm oil production (206 mills)

– Sustainable supply chain certification (621 facilities)

• Three supply chain mechanisms
– Certificate trading with no link to the origin

– Mass balance (“green in, green out”) – chain of custody type system

– Segregation with batch level traceability

• Currently uses electronic transaction system by UTZ Certified
– Monitor sustainable volumes traded

– Ensure buyers that volumes purchased are certified

Src: rspo.org
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Adoption

• Adoption of the standard and supply chain mechanisms is progressing

– Certificate trading is subject to greenwashing criticism

– Traceability system is being studied and might be replaced

• RSPO is under pressure from other emerging standards
– North-South conflict and perceived unfairness of cost distribution

Src: RSPO Annual Communication of Progress 2012
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Engagement with stakeholders

Src: Fo
o

d
R

eg
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Learnings from the RSPO

• Industrial food production is complex

• Communication of sustainability is complex, too

• Making sustainability information available is a long term project

• Chain food information requires collaboration by all

• Layered model allows for basic control and value creation, but leaves 
space for individual companies to differentiate themselves on the market
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THE LAYER MODEL
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The “market forces” in the establishment of paperless trade systems

• The establishment of chain food information systems is a major challenge

– Buy-in is necessary from
• Governmental institutions

• Supply chain players

• Trade partners

• Consumers

• In the food chain, the main power
lies within distribution and retail

– However, without buy-in from upstream,
there is little they can do to implement e-systems

• In international trade, public administrations hold a key position

– However, only with buy-in from stakeholders can chain food information 
management systems be successful

Institutional interests

• Consumer well-being

• Political interests

Private industry

• Minimum regulation

• Status quo unless 
change is essential
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What has been tried?

• Top down

– Government-sponsored implementations of chain food information management 
systems

– Typical project size: 500k-2m USD

– Accompanied by promotional programmes

– Examples: Malaysia, Vietnam

– Main challenges
• Sustainability after end of funds

• Ownership of systems and data 

• Bottom up

– Industry or industry-association driven, perhaps in
form of a Public Private Partnership (PPP)

– Typical project size: very diverse

– Requires strong industry motivation

– Examples: Norway, Denmark

– Main challenges
• Understanding the value of transparency

• International standards

• Smallholders

Ian G Smith and Anthony Furness, eds.
Vicarage Publications, 2008
ISBN 978-0-9553707-17
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5 levels of traceability information

1. Legally required key data
export data, company certification, registration 
details

2. Remotely available additional data
in case of food alert, product recall or withdrawal 
etc.

3. Government inspection data
legally required to be made available to remote or 
on-site inspection

4. Recommended information
for traceability purposes on the basis of Good 
Practices, Codes of Conduct and general industry 
knowledge
5. Optional information
each company might want to define in order to 
streamline their business q
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The role of regulations in the establishment of paperless systems

• Regulations play a vital role in the adoption of paperless trade systems

– Legal framework of all-electronic transactions (incl. validity of e-signatures)

• Place electronic transactions at the same level as paper transactions

• Specifically incentivise the submission and management of electronic information

• Regulate data confidentiality and security and make offenses liable

– Definition of data sets for specific purposes

• Such as food safety, disease control, legality of trade, origin determination etc

– Support for globally unique identification

• Mostly by fomenting the use of globally unique identifiers and avoiding the creation 
of country-wide (or even ministry-specific) identification schemes

– Support for international standards for data exchange

• Recognising the need to exchange information in an automated fashion

• Support for international schemes and push for standardisation by e.g. ISO
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RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
Chain food information management systems
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Complex relationships warrant huge standard ecosphere

Originating 
country 

Public authority

Private business

Citizens
Consumers

Receiving 
country

Public authority

Private business

Citizens
Consumers

G2G

B2B
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Standard levels

Procedural standards

• What information is important to store/transport

Information exchange standards

• How to transport information

Semantic standards

• How to name information elements

Syntactic standards

• How store information

Application in chain food information management

Food standards

• E.g. on food safety (ISO22000) or sustainability (RSPO)

IT standards for exchanging information

• E.g. EPCIS, UML and parts of ebXML

Semantic standards

• For fish e.g. ISO 12875:2011

Syntactic standards

• TraceCore, UNeDocs, EDIFACT and derivatives

Standard level/type

NB: General trade-off between ease of application and specificity of a standard set. Generic 
standards have a tendency to be too abstract and more specific standard sets create interface 
problems between different subsectors (e.g. fish standards not applicable to dairy production. 
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Examples of procedural standards for food safety

• Codex Alimentarius
– International reference standards for consumer 

protection and food safety, used as the legal basis
of international trade 

– Joint effort of the FAO and WHO

• ISO 22000 family
– Family of voluntary industry standards on food safety

– Main building block HACCP (includes traceability)

– Recognised by GSFI

• GlobalGAP (and similar efforts BRC, IFS etc)
– Buyer-driven private standards

– Based on general principles and ideas of international food standards

– Application-oriented with the aim to be practical

– Often include a general traceability requirement
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Examples of procedural standards for sustainability

• No specific generic standards for sustainable food production; efforts are 
sector based
– ISO14000 series on environmental management

– ISO26000 series on social responsibility (non-certifiable)

• Some sector-specific examples
– Palm oil: Roundtable for sustainable palm oil (RSPO) – www.rspo.org

Very complex standard attempting a holistic approach to sustainable palm oil 
production. Takes into account environment, social aspects as well as business 
profitability. Has supply chain certification and runs a traceability system.

– Aquaculture: Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) - www.asc-aqua.org
A relatively new player in aquaculture sustainability. Created in a stakeholder-
driven approach. Looks primarily at environmental sustainability, but also 
animal welfare. Uses a weaker chain of custody approach.

– Fair trade: Fairtrade International (FLO) – www.fairtrade.net
Internationally used standard for fair trade. Has generic rules for different 
organisations related mostly to fair distribution of gains along the value chain. 
Has specific standards for food subsectors. Requires membership.
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Examples of procedural standards for trade

• eCert

– UN/CEFACT Standard for sanitary and phyto-sanitary export certificates to facilitate trade of 
agricultural products 

• Assures that the commodity has met the importing government requirements

• Improves business processes for import clearance through consistent quality data

• Facilitates real time clearance, e.g. through early shipment notifications

– In use with a number of countries (EU, US, CA); fully paperless by 2014

• eCustoms
– Main goals

• control and facilitate the movement of goods into and out of the internal market through 
efficient import and export procedures;

• increase the competitiveness of European trade through a reduction of compliance and 
administrative costs and an improvement in clearance times;

• facilitate legitimate trade through a coordinated approach relating to the control of goods;

• improve the safety and security of citizens with regard to dangerous and illicit goods;

• offer improved protection of the financial interests of the European Union and its Member 
States;

• contribute to the fight against international crime and terrorism by providing rapid and 
relevant information with regard to the international supply chain;

• allow for a seamless flow of data between the authorities of exporting and importing countries

– Project to be implemented by 2020
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Technical standards

Trade Facilitation Implementation Guide

Pre-requisite:
Unique identification of
- Traceable units (TU)
- Logistic units (LU)
- Locations
- Contractual relations
Data carrier standards
- 1D & 2D Barcodes
- RFIDs

tfig.unece.org/contents/intro-domain-ebs.htm
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Identification

• Unique identification is one of the key principles required for chain food 
information management

– Food being globally traded requires globally unique identification

– Local identification for products, traceable units (such as product instances), 
logistic units, business sites etc is not globally unique

• Currently no globally unique identification products available free of 
charge

• ISO 15459 regulates globally unique identification and has a register of 
entities that may issue globally unique identifiers

• In early stages of the food supply chain, there is no pre-dominant supplier 
of identities; in later stages, particularly distribution and retail GS1 is a 
leading supplier of identity products. GS1 is a recognised Issuing Agency 
under ISO15459
– Identification for smallholders is an unresolved issue
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One example: smallholder traceability and RGCodes in Vietnam

Element Base Example Elements 
in base

Possible 
combinati
ons

Remarks

IAC 2 [A-Z,0-9]{0,3} RG 36 1296 ISO15459 registered IA

Code type 1 [0-9] 8 10 10

Country 2 [A-Z]{2} VN 26 676 2 digit ISO code for country

Province 2 [A-Z]{2} BT 26 676

District 1 [A-Z,0-9] A 36 36

Business 
site

3 [A-Z,0-9]{3} W2A 36 46656

Location 2 [A-Z,0-9]{2} A1 36 1296 00 if undetermined, 01 if single location

Serial 3 [A-Z,0-9]{3} 2DG 36 46656 Equivalent to over 120 years of daily 
operation per location

Check digit 1 [A-Z,0-9] 0 36 36

Total length 17 Example RG8-VNBTAW2A-A1-2DG-0

RG8-VNBTAW2A-A1-2DG-0
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Data carrier standards

• Basic data carrier types

– Human-oriented labels

– Data carriers for automated identification and data capture (AIDC)

• Data carriers can

– Carry identities (animal, product, traceable unit, logistics unit, asset etc)

– Carry information 

One-dimensional 
barcodes

Standards: e.g. Code128

Two-dimensional 
barcodes

Standards: QRCode

Radio-frequency 
identifiers (RFID)

Standards: EPCGlobal

IMPORTANT: data carriers do not by themselves establish traceability
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Food information exchange standards

• ebXML

– Developed by UN/CEFACT and OASIS

– Open, XML-based infrastructure that enables 
the global use of electronic business 
information in an interoperable, secure, and 
consistent manner by all trading partners

– Framework standard covering business 
interactions and addressing in particular 
information transport. Does not cover 
“payload”, i.e. document contents

• Universal Business Language (UBL) - OASIS

– Covers electronic commerce

– Maps a number of business processes

– One implementation of a “payload” for ebXML

– Initial success in eProcurement (Northern EU)

– Latest version: 2.0 published in 2006

Since February 2005, use of the UBL Invoice standard 
has been mandated by law for all public-sector 
business in Denmark. 1.2 million UBL invoices are 
currently exchanged in Denmark every month. The 
Danish Ministry of Finance estimates savings to the 
government of 100 million euros annually from use of 
this one document type. With the introduction of 
their OIOUBL initiative in 2007, these savings are 
estimated to double. The adoption of OIOUBL affects 
440,000 businesses in Denmark and is now in the 
process of forcing UBL support from every company 
that sells business software in Northern Europe.
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Food information exchange standards

• TraceFood

– Good traceability practices

– TraceCore

• Ontologies

• Exchange protocol

TraceFood

authenticity and food safety

Europe’s largest research project on food traceability with 
a total budget of about 20m€. Research was performed in 
supply-chain independent origin verification via physico-
chemical analysis and on development of robust supply 
change information exchanges. The main aim was to 
enhance food safety and origin determination. There 
were 5 industry-based pilots.
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Good Traceability Practices

• Developed in EU traceability projects, in particular Seafood 
Plus and TRACE

• GTP is outlined at www.tracefood.org common project 
resource where there’s also a food traceability Wiki and an 
XML standard for Electronic Data Interchange

• Maintained mainly by food traceability projects in the EU and 
in Japan

– TRACEBACK, www.traceback-ip.eu

– Chill-On, www.chill-on.com

– MainSafeTrace, www.tracefood.org

– Transparent_Food, www.transparentfood.eu

– BrightAnimal, www.brightanimal.eu
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www.tracefood.org
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The TraceFood Framework
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EPCIS

• Electronic Product Code Information Services (EPCIS)

– Standard for sharing Electronic Product Code (EPC) related information 
between trading partners. 

– Defines standard set of messages for both data capture and data exchange 

– The what, where, when, and why of events occurring in any supply chain is 
exchanged

– Stores important business information such as time, location, disposition and 
business step of each event that occurs during the life of an item in the supply 
chain.

– Not originally created for food

– Two main areas: Event Capture and Query Interface

Norway: eSporing
Unique effort to implement electronic food traceability
country-wide. eSporing system is based on EPCIS, but had
to extend the standard for food. 
A workshop in Oslo reviewed the status of EPCIS as a basis
for a globally acceptable food information exchange standard.
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Other standards

• TraceFish – was very successful within the fishing sector

– Now ISO standard for aquaculture and caught fish

• FishBizz – an attempt to merge EPCIS and UBL

• Closed “standards” with some traction

– TraceRegister, UTZ Certified, etc
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Thank you for your attention!
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